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s t rat eg i c
design labs
Become a professional who is able to identify challenges and
opportunities, transforming visionary ideas into innovative projects
and business opportunities. Drive change on the basis of strategy.
Program Leader: César Astudillo
Tutor / Coordinator: Abel Navajas
Direction: Victoria de Pereda
Didactic Coordination: Cristina Otero
Academic Assistant: Carlos Clemente

Information
Starting date: January
Completion Date: December (August, summer holidays)
Mode of study: full time
Language: classes are taught in English
Trips: the program includes 2 international trips. Flights and accommodation are
included.
Certification: at the end of the course, students will receive an IED Diploma
certifying their satisfactory completion of the course.
Attendance: Attendance to all activities and lessons during the year is compulsory.
A percentage of justified absences will be allowed, as long as the students take into
account the workload needed to achieve the results set out in the study program.
A high number of absences might affect the award of the final diploma (see
assessment criteria).
Price
€24,300 (€4,000 registration fee + €20,300 course fee)
For more information: mastersofdesignandinnovation.com
Accommodation in Madrid (optional): hospitality@madrid.ied.es

* The teaching planning of all the MDI Master courses is based on the criteria established by the European Higher Education Area (EHEA).
MDI Masters adopts its own credit system which follows the structure of the European Credit Transfer System (ECTS).
MDI Masters only awards private qualifications.
This leaflet is for guidance only and the information contained herein is subject to change.
All of the images in this lea et are projects by students or photographs of the premises and activities of the programme.
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Welcome to the IED

Why study at the IED
Innovation Lab?

With a wide range of training courses in the areas of
fashion design, product design, interior design, visual
arts, communication and management, it has three
spaces in the city, and is the largest Design Campus
in Madrid.

The IED Innovation Lab is an international
networking centre focused on promoting a dynamic
collaboration between disciplines, interaction
with professionals, hybridization of concepts and
prototyping results.

Its classrooms, especially designed to accommodate
the different specialties of our courses in design,
fashion, visual arts and communication, have a
library, multimedia laboratories, classrooms for 3D
design, fashion workshops with sewing machines,
knitting machines, mannequins, irons and model
making laboratories in which to produce models and
prototypes, plus two photographic studios (130m2)
with natural and artificial lighting and three ycloramas.

The centre operates around LABS where experts from
different fields explore the future of design working
with the latest technologies in digital fabrication,
electronics, media production, virtual reality, etc.
It is located in what is considered the new creative
district of Madrid, 20 minutes by underground from
the other IED spaces. The neighbourhood offers large
scale workspaces where new designers can work freely,
taking advantage of the premises’ great functionality

IED Madrid. Palacio de Altamira

In addition to specially designed classrooms that
accommodate the different disciplines in our courses
in design, fashion, visual arts and communications,
the IED Madrid offers facilities such as a screen
printing and jewellery workshop, the Light lab, an
analogue black and white processing lab, a workshop
for traditional printing techniques with a Riso
machine, a Trotec laser cutter, a 3D printer, a fabric
analysis lab with microscopes, scales, drying oven
and a colour assessment booth, a room for computer
assisted patterns and a plotter to print designs, among
other high-tech equipment.
Our experience, spanning more than 20 years, has
resulted in an innovative and unique academic model
that trains design professionals who are able to adapt
to a changing society.

IED Innovation Lab

What does it offer
professionally?
1

Networking between
students, professionals and
companies working in the
same space.

2

Learn, work and
conceptualize using the most
advanced technologies and
methodologies.

Mozzafiato Space
The IED Madrid offers a specialized library
for students, teachers and the general
public. It is the perfect place to relax, work,
read and exchange ideas.

3

Promotion of
entrepreneurship and the
creation of start-ups.

4

The platform and resources
of the IED Madrid for
students’ enrichment with
other design disciplines,
cultural activities, media
events and publications.

Fab Lab IED Madrid
Since 2015 we offer an innovative space
which is part of the Fab Labs network –
Fab Foundation, promoted by the
MIT— a workshop for manual, digital
and finishing fabrication, focusing
on entrepreneurship, research and
training under the IED philosophy:
learning by doing.

Classrooms
The academic reality of the
IED Madrid can be lived and
felt in classrooms designed
to accommodate the
different specialties of our
design courses.

Photography Studio
Equipped with cameras
and professional lighting
equipment, the set is open
to all students who want
to work on their creative
projects: portrait or product
sessions, fashion shoots, films,
advertising montage, etc.

Exhibition Space
This room hosts all kinds of exhibitions,
from painting to illustration,
multimedia, editorial design,
photography, etc. Since it first opened
in 2006 it has offered a continued and
varied programme.
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masters of design
a n d i n n ovat i o n
introduction

The landscape in the professional practice of design,
corporate, product and communication is undergoing
a process of constant transformation. As a result,
new dynamic and interdisciplinary working methods
are being generated, providing new opportunities
for collaboration and interaction between designers
and the organizations in the productive, business,
social and institutional sectors, both locally and
internationally.

These programs are divided into:
1

Master of Communication Design Labs

2

Master of Product Design Labs

3

Master of Strategic Design Labs

Conceived as project laboratories, the Masters
of Design and Innovation have created the right
context to promote divergent thinking and analyze
current design from different perspectives, training
professionals capable of facing the challenges posed
by the global market and contemporary society in the
areas of product design, communication, production,
design concepts and business strategies.
These programs enable students to develop their
work in a cross-curricular way, in multidisciplinary
environments, leading successful projects.
% Hours
SP > Specific
SH > Shared

MDI

SP 37%

SH 63%

General skills covered by the Masters of
Design and Innovation
These areas are the expected outcomes of the teaching/
learning process; they all contemplate basic common
elements that integrate skills, abilities, knowledge,
attitudes and abilities and describe the learning results.
Therefore, they should be measurable: what a student
knows or can demonstrate at the end of the learning
process, always linked to the development of an activity
or task that must imply a certain degree of autonomy.

The aim of this master is mainly summarized in the
following aspects:
1

Train agents capable of
leading change

2

Develop critical thinking

3

Learn to coordinate and
work in a team

4

Be able to take professional
responsibility and integrate
environmental and social
matters in their planning
processes

5

Be able to adapt to changes
and to the evolution of new
needs and new media

6

Master project methodology
and propose strategies
and innovative solutions
to problems in a range of
spheres of action

How we do it

Why do we travel

The Masters of Design and Innovation offer a
methodology applied to the specific educational content
of each program and a multidisciplinary element that is
shared by all programs.

The trips that students take as
part of the Masters of Design
of Innovation are more than just
that. They are experiences that go
beyond, creating key moments for
learning and personal growth. These
trips have the power to change
students’ perception of design
and innovation, providing them
with opportunities to establish
connections with the professional
world and carrying out projects on
the other side of the world.

During the program, we combine study, teamwork and
research, with project culture as its methodological
foundation.

Based on this approach, the Master of Strategic Design
Labs develops its content through the following teaching
formats:

1

Seminars

5

Visits

2

Workshops

6

Trips

3

Lectures and case studies

7

Tutorships

4

Traditional lessons

8

Lab Time

The students will first take a
trip around Europe. This will
situate them in the midst of the
professional context of their
speciality, and will give them the
chance to get closer to important
agencies and design studios,
with workshops at prestigious
companies, sharing experiences
with true gurus of design, visiting
large factories and keeping up
with trends in the most innovative
destinations for each discipline.

Later, they will have the chance to
take an intercontinental trip and
take part in a range of projects
with institutions from all over the
world. Students themselves will
choose which project they want
to develop, depending on their
interests, motivations within design
and the subject matter chosen for
their personal thesis.
Designing, executing and
communicating is more effective
when it is carried out through a real
and specific project. Additionally,
these include a social aspect, full of
sustainability values, befitting the
needs of society today.
One of the main characteristics
will be the multi-disciplinary nature
of the trip, which will be taken
by students of the three master
courses: a combination of talents
to carry out social innovation
projects which generate a positive
impact in their realm of action.
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Course Introduction
The current panorama calls for products,
services and business ideas that are consistent
with the changes taking place and the new
needs of our time. Since the global economic
crisis of 2007 many concepts are transforming
the world of for-profit and non-profit
organizations. The Collaborative Economy, the
Circular Economy, Triple Bottom Line, Open
Innovation, Big Data, Service Design, Design
Thinking, User Experience, etc. are all concepts
that are attracting great interest in the
business world, off ering a great opportunity
for professionals who are able to understand
them and integrate them in organizations.
The success of companies will depend on how
they respond to this demand and how they
integrate changes in their processes, products
and services.

Given this situation, the Master of
Strategic Design Labs is presented as
a training, work and research program
that relies methodologically on project
culture and trains new professionals
with a critical, strategic and global vision
from the field of design and innovation.
Our vision is to promote a professional
and entrepreneurial profile with a diff
erential value defined by the ability
to ideate, prototype, implement and
develop innovation through design in the
most competitive companies, anywhere
in the world.

The program has been designed to
provide access to all the fundamentals
of research and the strategic process,
including market and consumer
research, data analysis and design
thinking. In terms of the creative
process, the courses will provide the
necessary elements for inspiration,
a multidisciplinary approach and the
generation and development of ideas.
On the executional side, it will promote
the capacity of prototyping ideas to
showcase their potential.

Objectives
1

Define a corporate vision in which
creativity, innovation, design,
sustainability and technology are
integrated

2

Incorporate a holistic and systemic
dimension to their professional
development

3

4

5

6

Have a global and local view of the
context in which they conduct their
professional activity

7

Develop creative and innovative
skills

8

Strengthen their identity as
professionals, entrepreneurs and
leaders of innovative teams

Understand a view of design
as a strategic factor within an
organization

9

Define strategies to generate
differential value in products,
services and projects

Activate critical and analytical
thinking in social and business
reality

10

Predict and interpret trends and
future scenarios

Research, conceptualise, develop,
implement and communicate
innovative idea

Professional Opportunities
1

Director of Marketing

7

Retail Manager

2

Executive at R & D + i departments

8

Innovation Manager

3

Design Manager

9

Creativity Consultant

4

Project Manager

10

5

Product Manager

Product and Systems Innovation
Consultant

11

Brand Manager

ICT and Design Consultant

6

12

Entrepreneur

Program Leader

César Astudillo
Strategic Design and Innovation Advisor
With an eclectic career spanning programming, video game
and digital product design, and strategic design, César has
contributed to products like best-selling video game Commandos:
Behind Enemy Lines, video-on-demand platform RTVE A la Carta,
or Bankinter’s online banking system. He also teaches Strategic
Designin several institutions.

“Today’s competitive landscape
forces organizations to radically
shift their operating model from
efficient exploitation of a well-known
opportunity, to constant discovery of new
opportunities. This huge technological,
strategic, and organizational challenge
demands the unique abilities, processes,
and principles of design. Further from
helping organizations create new,
differentiated products and services,
design is also a vital tool to rediscover
their purpose, formulate transformative
future visions, and coordinate the
transformation efforts through different
enterprise functions.”

Tutors

"Innovation is created as a result
of a constructive conflict. As a
tutor, I would like to empower the
change."

Abel Navajas
Entrepreneur and Business Designer
360º Strategic thinker with excellent intercultural & leadership skills,
persuasive, entrepreneurial, disruptive & human-centric mindset.
Innovative and creative continually seeking inspiration.
Founder of Woonivers and Startart.org and co-founder of Impact
Hub Malaga. He is also involved in other projects such as Chapter
Director of Startup Grind Malaga or Osmotic network learning
(intrapreneurship program) and doing pro bono social consulting
such Gypsy Secretariat. Business Designer, a specialist in Marketing,
Innovation and Business Development. After 10 years living in the
UK, Germany, Austria or the USA, he returns to Spain to live in
Madrid since the Fall of 2017.
Passionate about Humans, Culture & Food, Design, Transformation,
Adventures & New Challenges, Sport, Start-Ups & Education.

Faculty
Among the professionals taking
part in the Master we can highlight,
among others:

Tomas Baylac
Vice President of Opinno Ventures
Founder of Opinno

Vernon Collis
Consulting Civil Engineer & Architect
Director of Collis & Associates

Alejandro Briceño
Culture & Engagement Director at
Opinno

Clive Van Heerden
Co-founder of VHM Design Futures

Albert Cañigueral
Founder & Main Editor of
ConsumoColaborativo.com. OuiShare
Nir Hindi
Founder of The Artian & The Art x Tech x
Entrepreneurship Event Series
Cesar Astudillo
Strategic Design & Innovation Advisor
Daniel Medina
Director at Opinno Ideas Department
César García
Co-Founder at MakeSpace Madrid &
Investigator at Asociación Descubre la
Electrónica Orientada a Objetos
Oksana Udovyk
Co-Founder at SenseTribe Consulting

Vincenzo di Maria
Service Designer Expert &
Entrepreneur. President of Architecta
Santiago Vargues
Senior Graphic Designer at Applied
Wayfinding
Waya Quiviger
Executive Director, Master in
International Relations at IE
Caroline Ladousse
Entrepreneur & Co-founder at
joincometa
Lucas Muñoz Muñoz
Independent Designer & Founder of
eStudio enPieza
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Educational Structure
Project
Emergent Trends
Digital Communication Tools
Sustainability
Leadership

The program includes a comprehensive curriculum with topics
and examples where students will have the opportunity to
discover a complete, professional and multidisciplinary vision
of the sector. It is divided into contents that correspond to the
skills each student will have acquired once the course has been
completed.

7%

18%
Project
Carrying out a project allows students to
establish and render tangible the lively
learning experiences they will enjoy. With this
approach, they will have since the beginning
the objective to carry out several projects
throughout the master, in collaboration with
companies and/or institutions within a realworld framework. The development of the
project will be targeted and coordinated
by tutors, teachers and specific meetings
with the Program Leader, to help students
apply the knowledge acquired. The subjects
included in this area are categorized in three
different domains: Research, Development and
Implementation & Communication.

Leadership
Teamwork in a multidisciplinary context,
which is the reality in contemporary design,
requires self-awareness by having a clear
perception of your personality, your strengths
and weaknesses, and a healthy development in
your field.

Sustainability
One of the aims of the master is to provide
students with a deep understanding of the
concept of sustainability by providing both an
insight into today’s emerging sustainability
challenges and the solutions that can be
applied. The subjects included in this area
allow the students to describe and define the
state-of- the-art in the science of sustainability
and understand the environmental, social
and economic drivers and challenges of
sustainability, their status and trends, and the
complexity and interaction between human
and natural systems.

Digital and Communication Tools
Nowadays communication skills are key in the
professional world, even more so in the field
of design. This is why we have a specific area
for different communication and creative tools
that will be useful for the students in order to
develop their prototypes and presentations
during the year and later in their professional
career.

Emergent trends
In this area, students will have the opportunity
to explore new product genres and new
business opportunities. It will deal with
processes, methods and tools to identify
weak signals, create design provocations,
physical fore sighting and materialized lifestyle
scenarios.

52%

8%
15%

Programme
PROJECT MODULE
Research
–– Design research
–– Branding/Benchmark
Development
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––

Idea generation
Business design
Communication strategy
Agile management
Prototyping
Blueprint
Lean start-up
Community and user innovation
UX
Digital platform
Business plan

Implementation & Communication
–– Finance
–– Growth Hacking
–– Legal matters

SUSTAINABILITY MODULE
––
––
––
––
––
––
––

Mapping for sustainabiity
Sustainability framework
Design principles
Biomimicry
Design for social innovation
Base of The Pyramid
Intercontinental trip

EMERGENT TRENDS MODULE
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––

Future scenarios
Technology awareness
European trip
Internet of Things
Open business models
Innovation models
New economies
Blockchain
Case studies

DIGITAL & COMMUNICATION
TOOLS MODULE
––
––
––
––
––

Oral presentation techniques
Photography techniques
Video editing
Filmmaking
Information design

LEADERSHIP MODULE
––
––
––
––

Team building
Leadership
Jobfulness
Create your profile

The IED in the world.
Global Design

Madrid
Barcelona
Cagliari
Como
Florencia
Milán
Río de Janeiro
Roma
São Paulo
Turín
Venecia

general information
ISTITUTO EUROPEO DI DESIGN
C/ Larra, 14 – 28004 Madrid. Mercantile register:
Tome 7617, Book 0, Folio 201, Section 8, Page no. M –
123199, 1st registration.
Director IED Madrid: Dario Assante.
The IED offers Official Degrees in Design - Graphic
Design, Product Design, Interior Design (code
28073045), whose training leads to the obtaining of an
official and recognized qualification by the Education
Department of the Madrid Region, order number
364/2010, of the 2nd of February, 2011. Provisional
study plans, pending approval. Itineraries in the
process of being regulated by the Madrid Region. The
IED also teaches courses leading to its own qualifications, which do not lead to an official qualification,
– three-, two- and one-year courses, MAs, advanced
training, online courses, specialization and summer
courses. In some cases, special technical skills will
be required.
Courses are attendance-based, blended or online.
For any information on the duration of each course,
start and end dates, number of teaching hours and
practical hours, please see the leaflets for each
department, available to all students. The cost of
school material varies depending on the course chose,
ranging between €20 and €160. Additionally, the
cost of the necessary materials to carry out projects
ranges, depending on the course chosen, between €30
and €270. In the training programs in photography,
the purchase of photographic material (camera, lens
…) should be considered as an added cost, in the
event of not having it. The cost of this material will be
the responsibility of each student, taking into account
that the IED offers its students the use of its IT,
fashion and product design workshops.
The courses are taught from Monday to Friday at the
premises of the IED, and, occasionally, on Saturdays
and Sundays. The timetable runs from 9:00 to 23:00.
The minimum number of registrations to carry out
a course is 5 students. The hours mentioned in each
programme include teaching hours, project tutorials,
practical classes in laboratories and cultural visits,
depending on each course.
The IED offers a Professional Guidance Service to its
students, as well as the practical experience agreement form (a maximum of 400 hours) and the list of
available companies.
The registration period opens eleven months before
the start of the course, and closes once the available
places have been filled. The annual fee is divided into
a registration fee and a course fee. The reservation

of each place will be formalized by means of the
payment of the registration fee. The IED recognizes
students’ right to drop out of a course in certain
cases. This information, as well as that describing
the causes, formalities and consequences of the
resolution of the contract, is included in the general
regulations, available to the public at the offices of the
Information and Guidance Service and Administration Department.
The IED organizes a yearly competition to offer
a grant which may cover the course fee. As of the
publication of this leaflet, the IED Master Madrid has
a faculty of active professionals made up of 15 PhDs,
145 graduates and 53 professionals with other qualifications. The prices of the courses depend on their
duration, the credits offered, the language in which
they are taught and the provenance of each student.
For more information please write to
info@madrid.ied.es.
REGISTRATION FEE PAYMENT: BANK DEPOSIT
AND SUBMISSION OF THE BANK RECEIPT BY FAX
TO 91 448 01 22 OR E-MAIL TO info@madrid.ied.es
SPECIFYING THE NAME OF THE STUDENT.
Payments from Spain: Banco Popular Español. C/
Génova, 20 · 28004 Madrid. Istituto Europeo di Design. Account Number: 0075-0322-81-0600446618.
Payments from abroad: Banco Popular Español. C/
Génova, 20 · 28004 Madrid · Spain. Istituto Europeo
di Design. Swift code: POPUESMM. IBAN Code: ES65
0075-0322-81-0600446618. In cash: CHEQUE MADE
OUT TO ISTITUTO EUROPEO DI DESIGN S.L.
CREDIT CARD (VISA, MASTERCARD). PAYMENT
OF THE COURSE FEE: A single payment of the total
course fee (by means of one of the payment options
listed for the registration fee), to be paid one month
prior to the start of the course. Payment in instalments by financing the course fee through a financial
institution, processed one month prior to the start
of the course, as described in the information leaflet
available to students at the Information and Guidance
Service and Administration offices of the IED Madrid.
Acceptance is subject to approval by the financial
institution.
The ISTITUTO EUROPEO DI DESIGN, S.L reserves
the right to update, modify or remove the information
contained in this information leaflet. Additionally, the
company fulfils all personal data protection security
measures as stated in RD 1720/2007.

training programmes on
o f f e r at t h e i e d m a d r i d
Official Undergraduate Degree in Design
Higher Level Training Cycle
Three Year Course
One Year Course
Summer Courses
Junior Courses
Kids Courses

Masters
Blended Masters
Masters of Design and Innovation
Postgraduate Courses
Weekend Courses
Online Courses

IED Master Madrid
Calle Larra 14, 28004 Madrid

+34 914 480 444
info@madrid.ied.es
Skype: master.iedmadrid

IED Madrid
Calle Flor Alta 8, 28004 Madrid

facebook.com/IEDmadrid
twitter.com/IEDmadrid
instagram.com/IED.madrid

mastersofdesignandinnovation.com

IED Innovation Lab
Avenida Pedro Díez 3, 28019 Madrid

IED Network: Madrid, Barcelona,
Cagliari, Como, Florencia, Milán,
Río de Janeiro, Roma, São Paulo,
Turín, Venecia

